NOTES:
1. Metal post to be galvanized. All bolts, nuts, washers and screws must be rustproof.
2. Concrete for footing shall be Portland cement and have a minimum compressive strength of 3,000 P.S.I.
3. Signs will be fabricated by using reflecting coating in the symbol, message and border applied to a sheet aluminum backing (.080) in thickness.
4. Message lettering shall be upper case (black) (series C) 1.5" high in accordance with manual on uniform traffic control devices. Except as noted on sheet 2 of 2.
5. The symbol is composed of two elements, a white wheelchair figure (which should always face right) on a square background, international blue in color (FED. STD. 595a, COLOR #15180).
6. Sign post shall be min. 2'-0" clear from back of curb.
7. The use of properly located bollards in accessible parking spaces are acceptable substitutes for regular bumper guard.
8. Minimum number of accessible parking spaces shall be per Florida accessibility building code section 4.6.3.

MANDATORY
White on Blue Background